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Objective of the working group 

To create a comprehensive, fit-for-purpose, and credible tool to streamline 

and harmonize RWE evaluation for HTA agencies

• Useful for non-pharmacoepidemiologists

• Tailored to HTAs (but can be used in other settings)

• Cover most sources of potential bias in RWE studies of medications

• Provide consistent and comprehensive evaluation of RWE rigor

The focus is on comparative medication safety and effectiveness studies and 

the validity of these studies
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One barrier to using RWE is lack of expertise in 
observational study design and methods  

7

Unfamiliarity and lack of knowledge on 
RWE methodology

Malone, et al. 2018. Study is of US payers Hogervorst et al. 2022.  Survey of 22 EUnetHTA member HTA organizations. 

Lack of personnel



Existing RWE assessment tools fall short

Evaluated 44 assessment tools for non-randomized studies

Conclusions: 

● Most tools are primarily focused on reporting

● None covered all methodological domains

D'Andrea E, et al. How well can we assess the validity of non-randomised studies of medications? A systematic review of assessment tools. BMJ Open. 2021; 

11(3):e043961



Prevalence of avoidable source of bias in published real-

world studies of medication safety and effectiveness

Bykov K, et al. Prevalence of Avoidable and Bias-Inflicting Methodological Pitfalls in Real-World Studies of Medication Safety and Effectiveness. Clin Pharmacol 

Ther. 2022;111(1):209-217



Study that we will evaluate in this workshop

https://doi.org/10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.117.029190

https://doi.org/10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.117.029190


Hypothetical HTA decision context

● The American Diabetes Association recommends multiple 

treatment options for 2L, including SGLT2s and GLP-1s.

● A manufacturer of an SGLT2 is seeking to become the 

preferred 2L treatment, especially in patients with 

cardiovascular risk.

● Assume the manufacturer submits this large RWE study of 

<300,000 patients as evidence of CV events as well as other 

evidence (e.g., EMPA-REG Outcomes RCT trial of one of the 

SGLT2s showed a substantial reduction in CV death and 

hospitalization for heart failure with one SGLT2).  

● HTAs need to assess the validity of the RWE study to 

determine if this study can be used to support the 

manufacturer’s clinical claims.     

American Diabetes Association. Pharmacological Approaches to 
Glycemic Treatment: Standards of Medical Care in Diabetes - 2020. 
Excerpt from figure 9.1 
https://care.diabetesjournals.org/content/43/Supplement_1/S98

Note: Example uses a class of drugs, not a single treatment. Oversimplifies the 
evidence that would likely be submitted. Only meant to provide context for an 
HTA review..  

https://care.diabetesjournals.org/content/43/Supplement_1/S98


Prerequisites before evaluating bias 

● Pre-specified protocol with clearly defined comparative objectives, 

operationalized study elements and analysis plans

● Study elements† are relevant to HTA decision 

● Sufficient data quality of study elements in RWD (fit for purpose) to allow 

interpretation of results  

o Adequate capture of each study element

† Study elements: Population, Intervention or treatment, Comparator, Outcome, study Time or duration, 
Setting (PICOTS) plus key confounders
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Study Evaluation

Katsiaryna Bykov, PharmD, ScD
Assistant Professor of Medicine
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Bias in RWE studies 

Confounding 

(lack of randomization)

Incomplete 
ascertainment of 
study variables 
(misclassification)

Study design flaws



Tool domains

1. Study design

2-3. Exposure and outcome misclassification

4-9. Study design biases

10. Confounding

11. Propensity scores

12. Missing data

13. Summary 



Study in a nutshell

Population: T2DM

Intervention: Sodium-glucose cotransporter-2 inhibitors (SGLT2i)

Comparator: Other glucose-lowering drugs (oGLDs)

Outcomes: Primary: hospitalizations for heart failure (HFF)

Secondary: all-cause mortality; composite of mortality and HFF

Setting: Deidentified health records from US, Norway, Denmark, 

Sweden, Germany, UK

Analysis: SGLT2i initiators matched 1:1 on propensity score (PS) to oGLDs

initiators; on-treatment (primary) and intention-to-treat 

(sensitivity) analyses were done



Exposure misclassification

➢ Is treatment/exposure assessment reliable?

- Was medication use self-reported? Prescribing vs dispensing data?

- Can it be obtained through other channels?

➢ Was only intention-to-treat analysis conducted but a high level 

of non-adherence expected?



Outcome misclassification

➢ Is outcome based entirely on disease codes without other kinds of information?
• HHF: hospitalization required; primary discharge diagnosis

• Mortality: based on Social Security Administration data linked to claims (US)

➢ If measures of performance (sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV) of outcome 

algorithms were provided, are there concerns they are not acceptable for the 

study population?
• No

➢ Does the study evaluate incident (new) outcomes, but no outcome-free period 

before the start of follow-up was required?
• No outcome-free period for HHF, but the outcome was hospitalization for HF (not incident HF)



Study design biases

● Time-related bias

● Inappropriate adjustment for causal intermediaries

● Depletion of outcome-susceptible individuals (selection bias)

● Reverse causation

● Detection bias

● Informative censoring



Index Date

New SGLT2 inhibitor   

prescription/dispensing

Inclusions:  18+ on index;

≥1 year data history in the 

database before index;

T2D diagnosis code 

Follow-up [1,Censorb]
Time

No prior SGLT2i use for 1 year

New other oral or 

injectable glucose-

lowering drug (oGLD)

No prior use of that medicine class for 

1 year

Exclusions: Type 1 or gestational 

diabetes

Primary on-treatment approach: 

censored at the end of treatment + 

grace period (duration of last issued 

prescription)

Covariates assessment period

Index date (time zero):

Initiation of SGLT-2i or oGLD

bCensoring: (i) End of index treatment; (ii) Outcome date;

(iii) Migration/leaving practice/database; (iv) end of study period



Cohort study designs 

Study design 

bias

Active 

comparator, 

new user

Active 

comparator, 

prevalent user

Non-user 

comparator, 

new user

Non-user 

comparator, 

prevalent user

Time-related bias
✓ ✓

Depletion of 

outcome-susceptible 

individuals

✓ ✓

Detection bias
✓ ✓

Confounding
✓ ✓



Time-related bias

➢ When eligibility for the study depends on measures collected after the 

beginning of follow-up (e.g., assessing type 2 diabetes during “any time 

during the study period” – involves ‘looking into the future’)

➢ When treatment assignment depends on exposure occurring after the 

beginning of follow-up (e.g., patients who ever used SGLT2i during study 

period start follow-up possibly before use; or requiring 2 prescriptions but 

one prescription can occur after start of follow-up)

➢ When individuals for any exposure group are selected first

Suissa S, Dell’Aniello S. Time-related biases in pharmacoepidemiology. Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf. 2020



Time-related bias

Were inclusion or exclusion criteria measured during follow-up? No

Was treatment group assignment based on exposure during follow-up? No

Was SGLT2 inhibitor group identified first or selected preferentially? Yes

Potential for time-related bias in this study? Yes



Date of Download:  5/1/2023 Copyright © 2023 American Diabetes Association. All rights reserved.

From: Lower Risk of Death With SGLT2 Inhibitors in Observational Studies: Real or Bias? 

Diabetes Care. 2017;41(1):6-10. 

Depiction of immortal time bias: The top patient initiated treatment with an oGLD and subsequently switched to or added an SGLT2i, but the patient was classified as an SGLT2i user. The 

time between the first oGLD prescription and the first SGLT2i prescription is thus immortal (thick red line), since the subject must survive to receive this first SGLT2i prescription, but is not 

included as exposed to oGLD, leading to immortal time bias.



Inappropriate adjustment for causal intermediaries

➢Were any covariates used for adjustment measured after the 
treatment decision was made/during follow-up                        
AND no marginal structural models or G-methods were used?

- all covariates were measured prior to treatment initiation



Depletion of outcome-susceptible individuals

➢If comparison is to nonusers: did the study include prevalent 
(current) users, i.e. follow-up started NOT at drug initiation for 
all individuals?

➢In an active-comparator, prevalent-user study, was start of 
follow-up aligned after treatment initiation? 



Reverse causation

➢Could outcomes have influenced the choice of treatment?

• Were outcomes measured concurrent with treatment assessment?

• Is recording of outcomes likely to be delayed?

• Could early symptoms of undiagnosed outcomes have influenced 
treatment assignment?

• Could treatment assignments have been influenced by procedures 
that are related to the outcomes? 



Detection bias and informative censoring

➢Detection bias: Are patients in one treatment group more 
likely to have the outcome recognized and recorded? 

➢Informative censoring: Were patients censored at treatment 
discontinuation without accompanying analyses to mitigate 
impact of informative censoring?



Detection bias and informative censoring

➢Detection bias: Are patients in one treatment group more 
likely to have the outcome recognized and recorded? 

- Unlikely

➢Informative censoring: Were patients censored at treatment 
discontinuation without analyses to mitigate impact of 
informative censoring?

- ITT analysis was done

- Grace period in on-treatment analysis



Study design biases

Potential for time-related bias Yes

Inappropriate adjustment for causal intermediaries No

Potential for depletion of outcome-susceptible 
individuals (selection bias)

No

Potential for reverse causation No

Potential for detection bias No

Potential for informative censoring No



Confounding

How to address confounding

Study design
(active comparator)

Adjustment for 
confounders 

Additional 
sensitivity 
analyses



Confounding

• Study design: active comparator ✓
– How similar is the active comparator to the treatment of interest?



Confounding

➢Study design: active comparator 

• Not sufficiently similar

➢Adjustment for main confounders  

• Were main confounders included? 

• Yes

➢Were additional analyses done to evaluate the impact of 
residual confounding?

• No

POTENTIAL FOR IMPACTFUL RESIDUAL CONFOUNDING



Tool domains

1. Study design

2-3. Exposure and outcome misclassification

4-9. Study design biases

10. Confounding

11. Propensity scores

12. Missing data

13. Summary 



Statistical 
Methods 
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Optum Epidemiology
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Propensity score model building

“A nonparsimonious propensity score was developed (separately within 

each country) for being initiated on an SGLT-2i to minimize confounding. 

Variables that may have affected treatment assignment or outcomes 

were included in the propensity score”

Exposure Outcome

Instrumental 

Variables
Confounders Risk Factors



Variable selection methods

➢ Were all variables included in the model?
➢ Yes

➢ No use of stepwise or other approaches that select variables based on 

association with treatment

➢ Were other machine learning or automated approaches, such as the 

high-dimensional propensity score (hdPS), used for variable 

selection? 
➢ No

➢ hdPS usually selects variables based on association with both outcome and 

exposure



Applying the PS

Based on propensity scores, patients receiving SGLT-2i were matched 1:1 with 

those receiving oGLDs. Nearest-neighbor caliper width of 0.25 multiplied by the 

SD of the propensity score distribution was used for the matching. In Sweden, 

Norway, and Denmark, an automated balance optimization method using the 

function Match (in package Matching) in R and a caliper of 0.2 were used for 

matching. The adequacy of propensity matching was assessed by standardized 

differences of postmatch patient characteristics. A significant imbalance was 

considered to be present if a >10% standardized difference was present between 

the 2 groups after propensity match.



PS diagnostics

➢ Was balance of covariates evaluated before applying the 

propensity score to the cohorts via weighting, matching, or 

some other approach?
➢ Pre-matching balance available in the supplement

➢ Was balance of covariates evaluated after applying the 

propensity score to the cohorts via weighting, matching, or 

some other approach?



● Post-matching balance presented in the paper



PS diagnostics

➢ Was the distribution of propensity scores evaluated separately 

by treatment group in the analytic samples (weighted or 

matched samples; potentially after trimming)?



Missing values in administrative data sources

➢ Primarily comprised of binary 

variables that describe whether 

specific diagnoses, procedures, or 

medications are observed or not 

observed. 

➢ Study variables that are likely to have 

missing data include vital signs (blood 

pressure, BMI), laboratory 

measurements (HbA1c, LDL), and 

provider information (specialty).

Patient ID Date Diagnosis

12345 3/9/2023 Diabetes

12345 3/10/2023 Hypertension

12345 3/11/2023 Prior myocardial infarction

Patient ID Date Medication

12345 4/10/2023 5mg Amlodipine

12345 4/9/2023 500mg Metformin

12345 5/9/2023 10mg Dapagliflozin

Patient ID Diabetes Heart failure CCBs Statins

12345 1 0 1 0



Missing values in administrative data sources

➢ Primarily comprised of binary 

variables that describe whether 

specific diagnoses, procedures, or 

medications are observed or not 

observed. 

➢ Study variables that are likely to have 

missing data include vital signs (blood 

pressure, BMI), laboratory 

measurements (HbA1c, LDL), and 

provider information (specialty). Patient ID

Baseline BMI 

(Prior 6 months)

Baseline BMI 

(7-12 months prior)

12345 28.6 --

Patient ID Date BMI

12345 11/10/2022 28.5

12345 1/10/2023 28.4

12345 4/10/2023 28.9



Missing data

➢ Which study variables contain a significant proportion of missing 
values (> 5% of the population)?
➢ Characteristics of US patients with and without vital status were similar 

(online-only Data Supplement Table III), indicating data missing completely 
at random because of administrative reasons.

➢ Was a complete case analysis conducted as the primary analysis? 
➢ Yes

➢ Does the likelihood of missing outcome information depend on 
patient characteristics that were not conditioned on in the 
analysis/outcome model?
➢ No



Missing data in the outcome vs other variables

➢ If data are missing from the outcome only, a complete case 

analysis can be appropriate, as long as data are missing at 

random and all variables relevant to the missing data process 

are included in the outcome model.

➢ If data are missing from any other variables, complete case 

analysis is appropriate only if data are missing completely at 

random (missingness is not correlated with any study variables)



Missing data methods

➢ Other common approaches:
➢ Missing indicator approach

➢ Single imputation or last observation carried forward approach 

➢ Multiple imputation or inverse probability weighting to account for 

potential predictors of missingness

➢ If multiple imputation was conducted, were any variables that will be 

used in the analysis (outcome, exposure, and covariates) omitted in 

the imputation model?

➢ Does missingness depend on unmeasured factors (variables that are 

not captured in the data source)?



Summary
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SUMMARY: Potential for Bias
Pre-requisites: √pre-specified, √relevant to HTA decision, √assume sufficient data quality

Study design type 1a. Active comparator

1b. Prevalent new user

Higher risk of bias due to 

confounding-prevalent new user

Misclassification 2. Potential for exposure misclassification

3. Potential for outcome misclassification

Study design biases 4. Potential for time-related bias  

Selected SGLT2 first

Major source of bias–often due to 

how patient are selected for study

5. Inappropriate adjustment for causal 

intermediaries

6. Depletion of outcome-susceptibles/ 

selection bias

7. Bias due to Reverse causation

8. Detection bias

9. Bias due to Informative censoring



SUMMARY: Potential for Bias (Continued)

Study Confounding 10. Potential for impactful residual confounding All non-randomized studies have 

this potential; can explore the 

impact of residual confounding

11. Potential for residual confounding due to 

suboptimal PS implementation or diagnostics

Missing data 12. Potential for bias due to missing data



CONCLUSION

● Questionnaire allows evaluating potential bias of a comparative study
○ Does not necessarily mean that the bias impacts interpretation

○ Must be considered in light of the totality of evidence about a product

○ Balance of practicality, scientific rigor, and potential impact of bias on results

● Difficult to determine which biases make a study uninterpretable
○ Direction of bias

○ Which are fatal flaws and which can be ignored

○ Varies from study to study

● Interpretation of RWE in presence of potential bias is contextual
○ Research objective

○ HTA decision

○ Magnitude of treatment effect

○ Results of pre-specified sensitivity or quantitative bias analysis



Q&A



For additional information or if you would like to be a 

pilot tester please reach out to: 

Ashley Jaksa: ashley.jaksa@aetion.com 

Katsiaryna (Kate) Bykov: kbykov@bwh.harvard.edu


